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Keep in control of IT security

Ask any business, small or large—
security is one of their biggest
concerns. In an increasingly
connected world, how can you be
sure that your company data is both
accessible and secure? A business
solution from Microsoft gives you
the tools you need to safeguard your
business, protect your data, and
prepare for the unexpected.

Simplify IT management

The power of the Microsoft Cloud
helps you keep business moving
forward more securely without
added complexity or strain on your
resources. Simplify IT management
with a single platform to secure
your data, connect your team, and
manage your business applications.
As a gold competence Microsoft
partner, Acora can help you to
secure what matters most.
Built-in security features and privacy
by design allow you to choose the
level of security and privacy you
need. Microsoft’s tools also enable
you to reduce your company’s risk,

protecting your data with physical
and virtual security including
access control, encryption, and
authentication.

Don’t let downtime slow
you down

The best security occurs in the
background, invisible to the user
but always on. Acora offers leading
protection against spamware and
malware so you can focus more on
your business and worry less about
protecting your data, employees,
and customers.

Microsoft’s products provide
trusted reliability that comes
with an uptime guarantee, 24/7
support, and fast disaster recovery
options. Microsoft builds resiliency
and recovery capabilities into its
products and technologies, from
server to cloud, PCs and devices,
to its business applications. So you
have the peace of mind that your
systems are up and running—and
that you are open for business—
even if the unexpected happens.

Stay protected in and out of
the office

Get prevention right the
first time

Avoid distractions with
always-on protection

Accessing data on mobile devices
is essential for businesses. Enable
easy remote access to business
applications like ERP and Dynamics
365 for Sales, while keeping your
data protected on the device of
your choice. Acora offers remote
data wipe and powerful encryption
features to protect your data
wherever work takes you and your
team.

A business solution from Microsoft
gives you the resources you need
to plan ahead and prepare for
the unexpected. Put the power of
the Microsoft Cloud to work for
you, while you work to grow your
business.

Feel free to get in touch. We’re here to help.
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